Learning at Home
with Centennial Infant and Child Centre
Newborn babies have so much to learn!
A big part of newborn play is the back-and-forth interactions between you and your
baby. Learning happens naturally as you spend time with your baby. At first, your baby
starts off not even knowing that you take care of them. By responding to their cues and
cries, they learn to trust that you will meet their needs. By about four weeks, they will
recognize and respond to your voice.
Your newborn will also be fascinated by your face and will gaze at you in wonder,
especially when you talk. Your baby is learning to notice and remember what you
sound and look like. At this age, your child might look at a brightly coloured mobile
hanging above their cradle or sleeping area for a long time. This might seem like a
simple activity but your baby is learning to understand concepts like movement and
colour.
Introduce play activities when your baby is happy and rested.
Here are some activities to try with your infant:
Sing nursery rhymes or songs: Repeating the same song, rhyme
or story is not boring for your baby – repetition is one of the ways
babies learn. Older babies enjoy games and songs, such as peeka-boo and Itsy Bitsy Spider.
Mirrors that are non-breakable for your baby to gaze at their own
and your reflection are important as you get to know one another.

Soft books with high-contrast patterns that are easy-to-see with
textured pieces/pages are designed just for babies. Try a plastic
book for bath time!
Sock and wrist rattles are a fun idea to attach to your baby’s wrist
or ankle. These will help them become more aware of their body
and what it can do.
Wind chimes can be hung inside the house. Babies love soft music, so hang a set of
wind chimes in a place where they can watch it move and listen to the sound.
Face to face time and interaction with you and others is so important during your baby’s
first year of life. It helps them associate you with warmth, comfort, trust and gets them
ready to learn about the world around them!
Stay Home, Stay Healthy, Stay Connected

